Ballarat Tramways Museum

The Fish Hatchery

Prisoner of War Memorial

;OL7YPZVULYVM>HY4LTVYPHSHZWLJPHSWSHJL[VYLÅLJ[VU(\Z[YHSPH»ZOPZ[VY`;OLTLTVYPHS
designed by artist Peter Blizzard using stone-basalt and granite was opened in 2004. The
historic site pays tribute to the hardship, brutality and starvation endured by Prisoners of War.

The Ballarat Hatchery has a unique history in that it helped pioneer the introduction of Trout,
7LYJOHUKV[OLYNHTLÄZOPU[V(\Z[YHSPH

Step back in time and experience riding on Ballarat’s traditional electric trams through Ballarat’s
botanical gardens precinct. Schools are welcomed to book tram rides and learn about
)HSSHYH[»Z[YHUZWVY[OPZ[VY`MYVT[OLMYPLUKS`Z[HќHUK[YHTVWLYH[VYZ

Take time to remember and respect

Learn and see the life cycle of fish

Old trams, history, stories.....rides!

)LHUL^ZNYV\WHUKYLWVY[VUH[YHTMYVT[OLT\ZL\T9LWVY[
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the badge of your hat.

@V\HYLH[LHTVMÄZOL_WLY[Z[OH[OH]LILLUHZRLK[VYLWVY[VU
[OLKPќLYLU[ZWLJPLZVMÄZOH[[OL/H[JOLY`>OH[HYL[OL[`WLZVM
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from the others. Draw it here:

<ZL[OLPTHNLILSV^[VJYLH[LHJVUJLW[THWHUKKYH^VY^YP[LHIV\[^OH[
you think it would be like to be a Prisoner of War (*//:
/PU[>OLYLHYL`V\&>OVHYL`V\^P[O&>OH[HYL`V\^LHYPUNLH[PUNHUKKVPUN&

0UX\PY`8\LZ[PVU!>O`KPK7L[LY)SPaaHYKJYLH[L[OLTLTVYPHS
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7LYOHWZ`V\JHU[HRLWOV[VZVM[OL[YHTZHUK`V\Y[YPWVU[OL[YHTHUKHKKH
ZV\UK[YHJR[VP[HZHWV^LYWVPU[^OLU`V\NL[IHJR[VZJOVVS

O[[W!^^^KLWP]PJNV]H\^H[LY>LIZP[L!^^^IHSSHYH[ÄZOOH[JOLY`JVTH\

POW memorial Website: http://www.powmemorialballarat.com.au
Australian War Memorial: https://www.awm.gov.au/education/

http://www.nationaltrust.org.au/vic/ipad-iphone
http://www.ballarat.vic.gov.au/lae/gardens/ballarat-botanical-gardens.aspx
O[[W!^^^MIINVYNH\\WSVHKZPTHNLZWKMZ-)).:PNUPÄJHU[;YLLZ)YVJO\YLMYVU[WKM

Waterwatch contact: Deirdre Murphy Ph: 0418 145 818 E: deirdre.murphy@ccma.vic.gov.au

All resources and equipment is supplied on the ferry for your convenience. For further information about
cost and booking of the Floating Classroom refer to ferry website. http://www.begoniaprincess.com.au/
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The Ballarat Botanical Gardens

The Prime Ministers Walk

The Prime Ministers walk in the Ballarat Botanical Gardens is a unique collection of statues.
Every Australian Prime Minister is represented in the walk. It is one of the most visited sections
of the Gardens.

See below link and choose a Prime Minister and when your family or class visit
the Prime Ministers Walk you can share your new found knowledge about your
chosen Prime Minister!
>YP[L`V\YUV[LZOLYLMVY`V\Y[HSR<ZLKV[WVPU[Z
7YPTL4PUPZ[LY+H[LZ0UMVYTH[PVU
>OPSLH[[OL.HYKLUZ^O`UV[JYLH[LHMHTPS`VYJSHZZX\PaIHZLKVU[OL7YPTL
4PUPZ[LYZ^HSR;OLYLPZHMYLLWHTWOSL[H]HPSHISLH[[OL.HYKLUZJVTWPSLKI`[OL
Friends of the Ballarat Botanical Gardens and available in the Conservatory
VY[OL9VILY[*SHYR*LU[YL[VOLSW`V\^P[OTVYLKL[HPSLK
information. You could count how many PMs have moustaches?
>OPJO7YPTL40UPZ[LYZOHKSPURZ[V)HSSHYH[&

O[[WZ!^^^ÅPJRYJVTWOV[VZKLHUVNZL[Z
DEVISED BY JULIE BRADBY - BOTANIKIDS

Federation University Team Enterprise Project 2015 in partnership with BotaniKIDS (Friends of the Ballarat Botanical Gardens)
All photography by Andrew Thomas Photographer.

Discover, Experience,
Learn, Explore...
Come to

;HRLWOV[VZVMKPќLYLU[[YLLZVU0WHKZVY0WOVULZHUK\ZL[OLHWWSPJH[PVU)VVR
*YLH[VY[VTHRLHIVVRHIV\[[OLKPќLYLU[[YLLZ`V\ZH^[app free in App store]
<ZPUN[OL:PNUPÄJHU[;YLLZWHTWOSL[JVTWPSLKI`[OL-YPLUKZVM[OL)HSSHYH[
Botanical Gardens [can be downloaded from their website see below for link]. Create
your own tree quest. Give it to a friend to follow your clues around the Gardens.
+V^USVHK[OL5H[PVUHS;Y\Z[MYLL(WWILSV^HUKJOVVZLH[YLL[OH[
grows in the Ballarat Botanical Gardens from another country. Find
V\[^OLYLP[JVTLZMYVTHUK^YP[LHZ[VY`HIV\[[OLQV\YUL`MYVTP[Z
home country to Ballarat.
The Ballarat Botanical Gardens contain a remarkable collection of mature trees from all over
the world. Located on the western side of Lake Wendouree, the Gardens are an invaluable
resource to teach the importance of plants in our everyday lives.

An outdoor plant museum!

The Ballarat Botanical Gardens: Trees

*VSSLJ[^H[LYMYVTKPќLYLU[HYLHZWVUKZ^PTTPUNWVVSW\KKSLL[J
7SHJLZHTWSLZPU[OLZHTLQHY^P[OHSPKHUKZLL^OH[OHWWLUZV]LY[PTL
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+V^USVHKHUKWYPU[HTHWVM3HRL>LUKV\YLL)HSSHYH[ILMVYL`V\]PZP[HUKHKK
PU^OH[`V\ZLLHZ`V\[YH]LSHYV\UK[OLZP[LZ.VVNSL4HWZ3HRL>LUKV\YLL

(ACSSU073) (ACSHE061) (ACSIS071) Source: Gaia’s garden by Toby Hemenway.

Why not grab a net and magnifying glass and
see what creatures live in your wetlands?

6Y[HRLH^H[LYZHTWSLHUKSVVRH[P[\ZPUN[OL<:)TPJYVZJVWL
Draw what you see.

A man made ‘natural’ ecosystem?

Lessons aboard the Begonia Princess Ferry

The Wetlands of Lake Wendouree are protected water areas separate from the lake to help
WYL]LU[V]LYÅV^HUKÅVVKPUN

Explore the lake with 360 degree views aboard the exciting Floating Classroom. Flex your
artistic muscles with the activities below.

The health of lakes and waterways around your town can be determined by the
animals that live there. What do you think are signs of a healthy waterway?

>OPSLZP[[PUNPU[OLTPKKSLVMILH\[PM\S3HRL>LUKV\YLL\ZL[OL^H[LYJVSV\YZ
WHWLYWYV]PKLKHUKZOV^[OLHTHaPUN]PL^Z[OH[`V\ZLL

The Wetlands

The Floating Classroom

